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start pages based on their preferences, and digital TV recorders like

TiVo allow a viewer to customize his selection of programs, while

skipping any parts he doesn't like

Another flaw in the current approach to designing experiences

is the failure to distinguish between significant impressions and

trivial ones. While it may be appropriate and entertaining for a

theme restaurant to dress its staff in costumes and interrupt lunch

every ten minutes with a singing waiter, this type of experience

doesn't translate well to banking. The loud, fast, and irreverent

antics of MTVevents and programming appeal to its fans, but that

doesn't mean it's an experience even they want from a hospital.

Companies miss the point if they think ofexperiencessimply

in terms of multisensory expressions of brand, looping in previ

ously underserved senses like sound, and touch. An experience can

be created by designing all potential touch points, surrounding the

customer with a highly coordinated environment wherever she

turns, but it takes something more to make these experiences valu

able so that customers connect personally with them and integrate

them into their lives.We think that "something" is meaning.

2.3 The Meaning of Meaning

We first became aware of this role of meaning when we interviewed

people about their lives and found that there were certain products

and services that were astightly integrated into their daily realityas

family and friends. A South Carolina man talked about his relation

ship with Coca-Cola in the same way he talked about his wife,

describing how he and his favorite carbonated beverage had grown

up together, were shaped by the same historical events, went to the

same parties, and had both settled into a comfortable "middle age"

We talked with a fashionable woman who described how she and

Victoria's Secret were working together to find her a mate. A young
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Latina confided that Josephina, her American Girl doll, was her

"best friend" and that they faced the same challenges in school.

These were not conversations about "values-based" marketing,

where people were buying or boycotting to express a shared point of

view. Instead, we found something even more fundamental. We

found that people had the strongest ties to products, services and

brands that evoked meaningful experiencesfor them.

The definition of meaning that underlies the ideas we're put

ting forth is that of connotation, worth, or import, as in "This

place has meaning to me," or in a slightly different form, "Our 4th

of Julyparade is alwaysa meaningful event." Unfortunately, this is

the often the most vague and subjective of meaning's definitions.

If someone says her hometown has meaning or that he had a

meaningful experience at a parade, she could be indicating patri

otic sensibilities, dysfunctional influences, emotional ties, status

associations, personal identification, and a host ofother attributes.

There's no way to really understand what she is telling us until we

collect a few more adjectives. Once these experiences are charac

terized a little more descriptively, however, we can learn a great

deal about them. If someone honestly shares with us the meanings

in his life as he interprets it, we can anticipate much about his

desires and behavior.

If someone tells us, This place has meaning to me because it

unites me with a community," we know she will prefer a home

where she identifies with her neighbors, where the community's

values and related behaviors are understood and supported and

where her standard of living is on par with her peers.

If someone tells us, "This place has meaning to me because it

gives me a sense of accomplishment," it's likely this person will

look for a home that reflects his economic or social achievements,

where he will be distinguished from others and where his standard

of living may be higher than those around his.
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If someone tells us, "This place has meaning to me because it

feeds my sense of wonder and awe," we know something about his

need to live in an environment that allows significant exploration

and experimentation, where he can move at his own pace and

where standard of living may be irrelevant.

2.# Shared Meaning

In his 1977 seminal work, The Interpretation of Culture, Clifford

Geertz, one of the preeminent thinkers in contemporary anthropol

ogy, noted that meaning doesn't just emerge from our genes, or

from our Creator, complete and ready for use. Instead, Geertz

explained, meaning is our mind's construction of reality, the transla

tion of existence into conceptual form. Why do we construct mean

ing in the first place? Aside from reflexes and instincts, human

beings require an explanation of the world that helps us decide how

to act. Meaning helps us understand the world and ourselves, learn,

and make sense of what's around us. It provides a framework for

assessing what we value, believe, condone, and desire. Anything that

supports a sense of meaning supports the basis for understanding

and action, making it extremely valuable to us.

In the last few decades, the anthropological view of meaning

has been joined by a new, biological approach in the discipline of

cognitive neuroscience, a branch of biological psychology that

focuses on the neural mechanisms by which we learn. Its leading

practitioners have concluded that the human brain's capacity to

construct meaning has evolved over many millennia. Once cultural

forms began (things like language, images, artifacts, and organiza

tions), those people who could work with them at ever more com

plex levels possessed a survival advantage over those who couldn't.

Consequently, those of us currently living on the planet have
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become experts at constructing meaning because it enhances our

ability to survive in a world of meanings. In the modern human,

the ability—and the need—to construct meaning are at the heart of

what makes us human. In short, both the anthropologists and neu-

roscientists agreethat meaning is the sense we make of reality, and

this is the definition we adhere to. Assigning meaning to experience

is how each of us creates the story of our life and its ultimate value

and purpose.

As this definition suggests, and hosts of anthropologists and

historians attest, the impulse to translate experience into meaning

has been with us since the beginning of civilization. In early soci

eties, small groups of people collectively constructed forms and

symbols which conveyed a shared sense of meaning. Language—

both speech and gesture—was probably the first vehicle for trans

mitting shared meaning, but objects would have quickly followed.

Artifacts like bowls, special articles of clothing, and weapons were

often believed to embody meaning, and even to bring meaning

into the world.

These early constructions of shared meaning had significant

power to shape and control people's lives.They evolved into reli

gions, forms ofgovernment, status systems,and mass movements.

Cultural systems of meaning remained stable over long periods of

time, controlled in many cases by just a few institutions, such as the

church, family, and governingbodies. Ceremonies and rituals rein

forced the most centrally valued concepts in a society and were a

means ofcarrying them from generation to generation. Throughout

most of human history, baptisms, coming of age rites, weddings,

and wakes have all been systems of transmitting meaning, as have

more contemporary rituals such as initiations, swearing-in cere

monies, graduations, and numerous other occasions for pomp and

circumstance. With time, their origins may have been lost to most

practitioners, but these meaningful experiences nevertheless con

tinue to influence us and shape our lives.
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Personal Meaning

Aswe've moved from caves and tribes into condos and workgroups,

meaning in life has become less about what commonly held tradi

tions demand of us and reinforce in us, and more about what we

choose for ourselves. Traditional kinship and social class distinc

tions break down and reconfigure cultural systems and other struc

tures for defining and controlling meaning in society. Exposure to

new societies expands our definition of what's acceptable, what's

normal, and what's significant. Scientific discoveries and the spread

of education present alternative views of reality and encourage the

active challenging of what were previously undisputed meaning.

And most recently, the advancement of technology has given people

both the tools to customize meaning in their lives and greater infor

mation to influence it. In other words, one of the reasons we collec

tively need dozens of different lattes, hundreds of car models,

thousands of loan programs, and millions of downloadable songs is

not just because we're fickle consumers. It's because each of these

items is a building block in the reality we construct for ourselves,

and as such, we increasingly prefer they fit our concept of self. This

is what we mean by meaningful consumption. As we selectively

purchase or reject these items, they become inextricably part of

how we construct meaning in our lives.

Those of us watching the evolution of the U.S. mass market

have seen this evolution from shared to personal meaning unfold

in an almost orchestrated way. In the I950's and 1960's Americans

bought Wonder Bread, Campbell's Soup, and Chevy station wag

ons, largely because everyone else did but also because it signified

our shared values and what we collectively believed was meaning

ful in life. When we later fragmented into market segments, we still

held consumer beliefs in common and shared consmictions of

meaning expressed by the products and services we bought, but
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within smaller groups, typically aligned with a particular lifestyle.

We became suburbanites who bought Weber barbecues because

entertaining was meaningful us, or Yuppies who drove BMWs

because accomplishment was meaningful to us, or sporty teenager

who wore Nikes because performance was meaningful to us. Rather

than remaining an homogenous group waiting to learn what new

benefit we should value or what new invention we should buy en

masse, consumers diverged first into niche markets and most

recently into micro-markets—in some cases, markets of one.

For many consumers, being associated with a group and fol

lowing the group's lead is comforting, stabilizing, and reassuring.

In fact, some people derive a sense of meaning and security from

being like selected others equivalent to what others derive from

religion or family. But increasingly, particularly among teens and

young adults who wereraisedwith the influenceof global commu

nities and the World Wide Web, we find people for whom it makes

no sense to simply accept traditional lifestyle definitions without

exploring the extensive alternatives. Why build your life like your

parents,your neighbors, or your friendswhen you have the tools,

the options, and the information to design something that's a per

fectfit for you?This attitude,which says, "I am responsible for cre

ating the reality of my life," brings with it a more discerning

consumerism. All the previous attributes of products, services, and

brands may still be important. We may still want economic value,

status, identity, and emotional ties, but we want them within an

overallmeaning or set of meanings that are exactly right for us.

Corporate Meaning

Whether we align ourselves with others or instead seek uniqueness,

products, services, and experiences have value in that they add

meaning to some part of our story. Ifwe think of meaning as some-
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thing people use to constructand make sense of their lives, we can

see how all the objects, interactions, and environments we experi

ence throughout the day become intertwined to make up an ongo

ing narrative. We may think of daily habits as fixedbehaviorswe've

adopted over time, but we can also think of them as the repetition

of certain parts of our life story. We may spontaneously try some

thing new and describe that as impulse, but it's also an attempt to

interject a new scene or character in our personal story—a deeper,

more significant reality—while sticking with the overall plot line of

our lives.

As business people trained to focus on the financial value of

goods and services, it may be difficult to accept the bottom-line

value of reshaping our innovation processesaround the expression

of meaning. We've traditionally judged a company's success by its

profitability, its investment potential, its sales growth, or its finan

cial equity. More recently we've begun to include customer satisfac

tion, customer retention, brand equity, and other less tangible

assets in the mix, and a few companies are even beginning to

include the effects their decisions have on society and the environ

ment. With the exception ofsocial and environmental effects, these

are all fairly quantifiable metrics tied to processes and standards.

They are well understood and widely accepted. While we may

understand that meaning in life matters, we're more likely to think

about it in church, or while we watch our children play. Meaning is

a part of our personal life, and many of us assume it can't really

impact business value beyond having a meaningful job or a mean

ingful relationship with co-workers. In fact, some may even con

sider it an inappropriate focus of business that blurs the line

between commerce and philosophy or rational transactions and

spiritual values.

But businesses are already crossing that line. Although most

have avoided stepping directly into the meaning market with their

offerings, they have aggressively done so with their PR. During
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breaks on Sunday morning talk shows, commercials from sponsors

like General Electric, CIT, BP, and Archer Daniels Midland fre

quently go beyond highlighting products or services and instead

promote a more transcendent meaning of their business. Archer

Daniels Midland, one of the world's largest agricultural processors,

is also "creating a world of possibilities from a single seed." BP, a

global energy company, "contributes to a better quality of life," and

at its core has "an unshakable commitment to human progress."

We might be tempted to dismiss these taglines as simply evidence

ofcreative spin to counter complaints about their size, their power,

or their business practices, but they suggest that these companies

wish to convey a belief in more than next quarter's profits.

A few companies go beyond corporate posturing and mission

statements and already convey a sense of meaning to their cus

tomers through their products and positioning. Companies like

Harley-Davidson, Coca-Cola, Apple,and Budweiser may not define

themselves explicitlyby the meaning they provide their customers,

but many of their customers nonetheless find meaning in their

brands and happily integrate that meaning into their lives. While

these companies may not have consciously coordinated all aspects

of a consumer experience or specifically designed the types of

meaning they evoke, their product features, names, logos, industrial

design,color schemes, and imagery createcohesive themes that res

onate with people. Asa result, each has a thriving business selling

apparel, memorabilia and other items that people happily buy as

reminders of meaning, much as earlier generations bought saints or

relics. In contrast, although companies like Citibank and Intel are

undeniably successful from a financial point of view, we rarely if

ever meet people who put the Intel logo on their bedroom walls or

proudly wear a Citibank T-shirt to a concert. They may like these

companies and use their products and services, but there's rarely a

meaningful connection in the relationship.
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When a company can evoke meaning through its products or

services, it is tapping in to what people value most in life. We bond

with products, services, and brands based on our "experience" of

them and how they evoke meaning to us. The companies that rec

ognize the importance of these experiences and provide them to us

become the co-creators of our lives. This type of bond between a

company and a consumer goes beyond customer satisfaction and

brand building. Rather than being a component of marketing or

design, designing experiences that evoke meaning is the heart and

soul of innovation. As companies look to please customers not as

something secondary to growth that lives in the marketing depart

ment but as the basis for growth itself, innovation is fueled and

directed in a way that creates competitive advantage and lasting

competitive advantage for the corporation.



Three

A World of Meaningful

Experiences

3< i f "J" umans have evolved tovalue increasingly complex mean
ing in their lives, an evolution that is partly reflected in

. our consumption of goods and services. This evolution

has proceeded from a primary focus on function and economic

value to the addition of progressively more intricate offerings like

status and emotional value, and now meaning. Worldwide, con

sumers are increasingly seeking products and services that connect

with them through meaning, that jive with their sense of how the

world is, or should be. Although this trend is prevalent in the West,

we see increasing evidence of it globally.Just as tribes, traditions, and

objects brought order and "lightness" to people in previous cen

turies, a companyand itsofferings may now playthat role as wellby

solidifying a relationship at the deepest possible point in the human

psycheand personality. It's a potent place for a company to be.

Companies have been both lauded and derided in the past for

creating lifestyles, particularly consumer lifestyles. We're not con

vinced they've actually done so. Instead, we think companies have

become adept at making a connection from products and servicesto

emerging lifestylesand trends. They may have embraced these new

directions, and perhaps amplified them, but not actually created

them. Similarly, we're not arguing that companies are in a position

to create meaning in people's lives, rather that they are in a position

to connect to meanings people already recognize and want.

31

Hi
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Companies can address people's growing desire for meaning

by intentionally designing cohesive experiences based on a specific

meaning and expressed cohesively through products, services, and

other consumer touch points.

3.2. Experiences with Global Appeal

What types of meaningful experiences do people value? In the

course ofhelping companies develop products and servicesthat suit

their markets, everyyear we interviewover 100,000 individuals from

countries and cultures around the world. In these interviews, we've

found commonalities among the meanings people feel strongly

about, whether we're studying the adoption of new software in

Poland or the purchase of toothbrushes in Florida.

We've compiled a list of these meanings, but it is far from

exhaustive. We'vefound potentially dozens of types of meaningful

experiences and at least as many possible ways to characterize

them. What we concentrate on here are 15 of the meanings that

emerge most frequently in these interviews and appear to be uni

versal among people's values. While the relative importance of

these meaningful experiences might vary and their interpretation

could differ slightly, all cultures seem to recognize their signifi

cance.This is good news for businesses, because it means that there

is a certain constancy among human needs that transcends the dis

tinctions of culture and language.

(Since none of these meaningful experiences is more or less

important than any other, we've presented them in alphabetical

order.)

2 ^ , 1. Accomplishment—Achieving goals and making something
of oneself; a sense of satisfaction that can result from productivity,

focus, talent, or status. American Express has long benefited from

transmitting a hint of this meaning to its card holders by establish-
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ing itself as a credit card intended for those who are successful.

Nike relies on the essence of this meaning for many in its "Just Do

It" campaign.

2. Beauty—The appreciation of qualities that give pleasure to

the senses or spirit. Of course beauty is in the eye of the beholder

and thus highly subjective, but our desire for it is ubiquitous. We

aspire to beauty in all that surrounds us, from architecture and fine

furnishing to clothing and cars. Enormous industries thrive on the

promise of beauty stemming from shinier hair, whiter teeth, and

clearer skin. Beauty can also be more than mere appearance. For

some, it is a sense that something is created "correctly" or efficiently

with an elegance of purpose and use. Companies such as Bang &

Olufsen audio equipment and Jaguar automobiles distinguish

themselves through the beauty of their design.

3. Creation—The sense of having produced something new

and original, and in so doing, to have made a lasting contribution.

Besides driving our species to propagate, we enjoy this experience

through our hobbies, the way we decorate our home, in telling our

stories, and in anything else that reflects our personal choices. Cre

ation is what makes "customizable" seem like a desirable attribute,

rather than more work for the buyer, for example, making the salad

bar a pleasure rather than a chore.

4. Community—A sense of unity with others around us and a

general connection with other human beings. Religious communi

ties, unions, fraternities, clubs, and sewing circles are all expressions

of a desire for belonging. The promise and delivery of community

underlies the offerings of several successful organizations including

NASCAR with its centralizing focus on car racing and leagues of

loyal fans that follow the race circuit, Harley-Davidson motorcycles

and their Harley Owners Group (I IOC), and limmy Buffet with his

dedicated Parrotheads. These businesses attract and support user

communities who embody specific values tied to their products

and services.
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5. Duty—The willing application of oneself to a responsibil

ity.The military in any country counts on the power of this mean

ing, as do most employers. Duty can also relate to responsibilities

to oneself or family, such as reading the daily paper to stay abreast

of the news. Commercially, anything regarded as "good for you,"

including vitamins, medications, Cross-Your-Heart bras, and cush

ioned insoles relays some sense of duty and the satisfaction it

brings.

6. Enlightenment—Clear understanding through logic or

inspiration. This experience is not limited to those who meditate

and fast, it is a core expectation of offerings from Fox News, which

promises "fair and balanced" reporting, the Wall Street Journal,

which many consider the ultimate authority for business news, and

the Sierra Club, which provides perspective on environmental

threats and conservation.

7. Freedom—The sense of living without unwanted con

straints. This experience often plays tug-of-war with the desire for

security; more of one tends to decreasethe other. Nevertheless, free

dom is enticing, whether it's freedom from dictators, or in the case

of Google, the freedom to quickly search the Weblearning and inter

acting with millions of people and resources.

8. Harmony—Thebalanced and pleasing relationship of parts

to a whole, whether in nature, society, or an individual. When we

seek a work/life balance, we are in pursuit of harmony. Likewise,

when we shop at Target for a toaster that matches our mixer,we are

in pursuit of harmony. Much of the aesthetic appeal of design

depends on our personal desirefor the visualexperience of harmony.

9. Justice—The assurance of equitable and unbiased treat

ment. This is the sense of fairness and equality that underlies our

concept of "everyman" or Average Joe. It helps explain the immense

popularity of the Taurus and the Camry, the ranch house, Levi's

jeans, and white cotton T-shirts—all products with a simple, impar

tial appeal to a very broad audience.
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10. Oneness—A sense of unity with everything around us. It

is what some seek from the practice of spirituality and what others

expert from a good tequila. Although we don't normally think of

them as a company, the Grateful Dead sustained its revenues for

decades building an experience that connected with its fans' desire

for oneness. Similarly, organizations that connects their members

into nature or a broader sense of the world, like the Monterey Bay

Aquarium or the United Nations, arecapableof evoking a meaning

of oneness.

11. Redemption—Atonement or deliverance from past failure

or decline. Though this might seem to stem from negative experi

ences, the impact of the redemptive experience is highly positive.

Like community and enlightenment, redemption has a basis in reli

gion, but it also attracts customers to Weight Watchers, Bliss spas,

and the grocery store candy aisle. Any sensation that delivers us

from a less desirable condition to a more pleasing another one can

be redemptive

12. Security—The freedom from worry about loss. This expe

rience has been a cornerstone of civilization but in the U.S. in par

ticular, acquired increased meaning and relevance after 9/11. On

the commercial side, the desire for this experience created the insur

ance business, and it continues to sell a wide range of products

from automatic rifles to Depends undergarments to credit cards

that offer protection from identity theft.

13. Truth—A commitment to honesty and integrity. This

experience plays an important role in most personal relationships,

but it also is a key component of companies like Whole Foods,

Volkswagen, and Newman's Own, all of which portray themselves

as simple, upright, and candid.

14. Validation— The recognition of oneself as a valued indi

vidual worthy of respect. Everyexternally branded piece ofclothing

counts on the attraction of this meaningful experience whether it's

Ralph Lauren Polo or Old Navy, as does Mercedes-Benz, the Four
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Seasons hotel chain, and any other brand with status identification

as a core value.

15. Wonder—Awe in the presenceofa creation beyond one's

understanding. While this might sound mystical and unattainable,

consider the wonder that LasVegas hotels create simply through

plaster and lights. Disney has been a master of this experience for

decades, and technology companies routinely evoke awe as they

enable their users to do what seemed impossible the year before.

But What About...?

At the end of any list, someone is sure to ask about what's missing.

Why don't we include "control," "enrichment," or "happiness" on

this list? Rather than defend this particularset of meaningful experi

ences, we recommend that you use these as a starting points for con

sidering the meaningful experiences your own company, products,

services, or related offerings might evoke. Depending on the cate

gory and audience, other meaningful experiences could be just as

effective as long as they represent what your customers deeply value

(not what the companywantsthem to value). For example, "happi

ness" or "satisfaction" is nearly always the result of one of the expe

riences on our list, rather than an end in and of itself. "Enrichment"

is often what a company thinks it provides for a consumer's life, but

it is not a meaning the consumer seeks.

Readers prone to nuance might look at the list and say, "These

are not meanings but rather values." We believe there is an impor

tant distinction to be made between values and meaning. Values

involve preferences. They represent our choices between opposing

modes of behavior, and they are shaped not only by ourselves, but

also by those around us. Forexample, I may prefer being a vegetar

ian because I believe it's the best mode of eating for my health or

because I'm an advocate ofanimal rights. In this belief, I'm express-
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ing a value. But practicing vegetarianism ultimately serves my sense

of oneness, community, and maybe truth. That's meaning.

Is it really possible to create the meaningful experience of

security or harmony for someone, or does a person need to create it

for himself? This is a legitimate concern and one worth exploring

more fully. As we've suggested, the experience people have with

products, services, and events is only partly due to what a company

might envision and endeavor to provide. The hulk of the experience

is actually created by the experiencer; that's how it becomes highly

relevant for the individual. A company could never create exactly

the meaningful experience a consumer wanted because companies

can't completely understand every detail ofeach person's life, and it

can't control every interaction of the experience. However, a com

pany can learn enough about its customers to design an experience

for them that conveys its intention and prompts them to complete

it. This is why we say companies evoke meaning through experi

ences, rather than creating meaning.

Turning the Ordinary into the Meaningful

If all this seems at times to verge on the theoretical, we'll demon

strate how meaningful experiences can transform products and

services. Unfortunately, at this point in our history, there aren't

many companies doing this well or consciously, so examples

beyond the partial expressions from companies cited in the list

above are limited.

One of the best examples is Method, a small company that

decided to use this approach to challenge some of the world's most

dominant and entrenched competitors in its category. Method

operates in a category that fairly screams "functional"—household

cleaning supplies, which is dominated by massive global compa

nies including Procter & Gamble, Unilever, and Clorox.
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Until Method appeared on the scene, household cleaning

products could be defined by their glaring colors, generic shapes,

large containers, and chemical smells. A blind person could easily

find the cleaning aisle in any store just by following the harsh scent

of disinfectants, deodorizers, and powerful cleaning agents. Anyone

who introduced a "kinder, gentler" approach to cleaning was

immediately relegated to the aisle reserved for poor-selling "green"

products. To compete in this category, you had to be a germ-killing,

grease-dissolving giant.

But Method thought differently. Co-founders Brie Ryan and

Adam Lowry started by taking an ordinary experience—cleaning

the house—and making it more meaningful. As Ryan says, "Our

goal was to make chores less of a chore. We thought we could do

this by creating experiences that expressed our consumers' love for

their home and tying that to our products. If people don't have to

look at cleaning as killing germs, but as doing something positive

for their home, the power of the experience goes deeper than the

activity. It's touching something primal."

With this grounding, Ryan and Ix>wry went on to invent a com

pany they describe as "people against dirty." But their definition of

"dirty" includes not just germs and grime, but also toxic chemicals,

non-recyclable packaging material, and destructive production prac

tices. They promote their products as "acleanerwayof cleaning," and

each is highly effective, environmentally safe, and packaged to be

physically beautiful enough to be left on a counter after it's used.

Even Method's advertising is part of the experience. As Ryan explains,

"Our 'People Get Dirty'campaign talks about the experience of clean

ing, not the products.The number of customer emails we've received

in response is groundbreaking. Customers say they are finallyexcited

about cleaning.These products were things they dreaded buying, and

now they have turned into something they want to buy."

Nice concept, but is Method successful? After only six years,

Method is actually giving those giant global companies reason to
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be nervous. Why? Because Method's products are now sold in

Costco,Target, and most recendy Wal-Mart. And they sell fast.

Like their competitors, Method's cleaning products function

well. Its advertising provides effective emotional ties and, to some

consumers, its brand conveys status. It does what everyone else in

the category does, but it provides these attributes within a context

of meaning that connects with its consumers. By supporting its cus

tomers' desire for an experience of oneness and harmony, it has

transformed cleaning from drudgery to a joy and overcome the per

ception that environmentally sound household cleaners are too

weak to be effective.

Another company that benefits from connecting with its cus

tomers in a surprisingly meaningful way is Bush Beans. This mid

sized, family-owned company produces and sells a wide range of

canned beans. It would be difficult to find a simpler category, and

as a result, most rivals compete on price. But Bush succeeds with a

different recipe—by offering the consumer the experience of con

necting with family—the Bush family, to be exact. The company

owners (even the family dog) are important brand assets, populat

ing the website, starring in the ads, writing the newsletter, and gen

erally embodying the company's emphasis on community and

truth. Their beans evoke a sense of family life, and that intangible

value keeps their line of beans and chili on the store shelf next to

those offered by giants ConAgra, Del Monte, and Kraft.

Like Method, Bush Beans offers consumers the same function

and economic value as its competitors offer, but by conveying them

within the context of a meaningful experience—that of love for

one's family and connectedness—the company is able to make a

deeper connection with its customers.

In showcasing these two smaller companies that successfully

compete against larger ones, we don't mean to imply that this

approach doesn't work for largercompanies. Quite the contrary. In

fact, throughout this book you'll find references to largecompanies
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such as Apple Computer, Starbucks, Southwest Airlines, and others

that are delivering some level of meaningful experiences to their

customers. There is ample opportunity for large companies to rein-

vigorate their consumer connections by adopting this philosophy,

as the example ofOnStar demonstrates. When GM bought Hughes

Aircraft Company in 1985, it seemed like an odd pairing of two dif

ferent product categories with unrelated functionality. Ten years

later, GM used the satellite capabilities from its Hughes acquisition

in partnership with systems developer EDS to create OnStar, which

it marketed as a GPS feature providing directional assistance to

drivers of upscale cars. Soon after its introduction, OnStar high

lighted its ability to provide "remote diagnostics" on engine per

formance, and then tried a concierge service that offered to help

drivers buy flowers and find restaurants. It evolved again, teaming

with media like Disney, Dow Jones, and ESPN to see if entertain

ment or information was an offering subscribers' valued. Unfortu

nately, all of these additions were just various functional benefits,

valued differently depending on the subscriber. When OnStar really

started to connect with consumers is when it repositioned itself as

synonymous with "security," providing help "out of the blue"

whenever a driver needed it. By aligning all its capabilities with a

recognizedand coveted meaning, the combination of satellites and

cars finally made sense to a much largeraudience.

Other large companies could follow suit. Thanks to its her

itageand reputation for quality, Sears could convincingly deliver on

wisdom, truth, and maybe even community by rethinking its role

in a neighborhood or what common value unites it many products

and services. Could SBC Communications evoke enlightenment or

freedom by unifying and elevating the diverse functional benefits of

phone service and DSL connections? Could Hewlett-Packard really

deliver a sense of creation beyond its clever "Invent" campaign if its

products and services were less associated with productivity and

work?


